Quality class and dimensions
Our natural stone products are a result of millions of years evolution and we always strive to
excavate the blocks as gentle as possible. Being a natural product, variation in colour, shape and
structure may vary and it should be seen as the proof for a natural product compare to artificial ones.
Occasionally some deviations which might lead to a block being more difficult to work with may
occur.
We base our pricelist on an assessment of each block where we classify it to certain factors. The
factors also take in consideration any deviation which could have an impact on the production of the
finished natural stone product.

Quality class

Description

Pricing model

Dressed blocks

Dressed blocks shaped in cubic and rectangular form
divided into three classes

Block sold in
SEK/m³ based on
the minimum area
which can be cut in
each direction

1st Choice.

The top quality for the most demanding products
especially with polished surfaces. it will be possible to
produce polished slabs and finished products of 100 %
of the measured block. It is suitable for demanding
application such as gravestones and large monuments,
also for premium building and construction products as
countertops, flooring or facades. The block should have
a colour typical of the quarry and be free from veins,
colour spots and cracks.

2nd Choice

A premium quality for High-End building and monument
products. The customer should be able to produce
polished slabs for gravestones or countertops, 75% of
measured block shall be free from any defects.
Depending of required surface, the block may be used
without waste. It may contain small deviations like:
crack (in the corner or cutting direction) marked in the
quarry, vein, spots, colour variation etc. No other cracks
are allowed.
The block is suitable for many different surfaces and
often used for building products both indoor and
outdoor such as stairs, window sills, tiles, floors etc. The
customer should be able to use at least 30-40% of the
measured blocks to produce polished slabs for
gravestones, monuments and countertops. The 3rd
Choice Selected features less variations.

4th Choice and
4th Choice
Selected
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